A three-component theory for the approach to sedimentation equilibrium in a density gradient i h developed starting from the phenomenological equations of irreversible thermodynamics. It is concluded that in the limit of infinitely dilute macromolecule, the properties of the solvated molecule are being measured as might be expected.
Introduction
_\Ieselson and Kazarianl have presented the equations for the approach to sedinicntatiori equilibriuni in a density gradient neglecting the selective solvation of the macromolecule. The purpose of this work is to generalize their result to the three-component case starting with the phenoiiienological equations of irreversible therniodyaaniics.
The approxiniations required for these calculations are similar to those used by Hearst and Vinograd in their equilibrium theory.2 A Taylor expansion about the equilibriuiii position of the band is made for all cell variables and only first-order terms in the displacenient parameter retained. Such an assuniption h i t s the use of the theory to short liquid columns but siinultaneously eliminates the con~putational problems associated with a radial field and a sector-shaped cell The salt gradient is assumed to be at equilibrium a t zero time.
The simplicity of the equations is a testanlent to the ease with which this particuIar thrce-component system can be understood in the limit of infinitely dilute macromolecule. The introduction of ionic components, which will be considered in a future publication, does not significantly complicate the basic equations derived here.
Theory
Xeglecting Coriolis forcrs, the phenomenological equations for a threccomponent system in a rcntrifugal field are?
The M i are molecular weights and the fit are partial specific volumes, where the subscript 1 refers to water and the subscript 3 refers to the macroniolecule. This convention is consistent with past publications of the author. The symbols w , r, and p are angular velocity, distance from the center of rotation, and solution density, respectively. The J t represent the molar flux of component i relative to the centrifuge cell. The cz are concentrations in moles per unit volume. The phenomenological coefficients, Ail, are related to the diffusion coefficients, Du, by eq. /RT)dl,,c,6 [fi,,o(dp/dr) + po(dfi,/dr)]w2ro -Do(d~s/dr) (6) The substitution (bpa/bcs)pl = ItI'/Ci (7)
has been made in eq. (6). The validity of this ideality assumption has been discussed previously.2 Because the effective gradient originally introduced2 is defined by the relation 
